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AbatractxHEM is a language for typesetting publication-quality chemical structure diagrams. It 
attempts to capture the way that a chemist would describe a structural formula to a colleague over the 
telephone. CHEM is implemented as a PIC [Kernighan, Software--Procl. Exper. 12, 1 (1982)] prepro- 
cessor, and runs under the UNIX operating system. Its textual input makes CHEM input-device 
independent and does not require a graphics terminal. CHEM diagrams can be integrated with text, and 
can also be used to produce slides and viewgraphs. CHEM is best suited for organic chemists, natural 
products chemists, and polymer chemists, although it can also be used for inorganic structure diagrams. 

This manuscript describes the design of CHEM and provides a tutorial on its use. 

INTRODUCTION 

Chemists communicate their findings largely through 
chemical structure diagrams, with such drawings 
forming an integral part of manuscripts, lectures, and 
grant proposals. As the trend toward electronic 
manuscript submission increases, driven both by 
efficiency and by reduction or elimination of page 
charges,* a facility for typesetting chemical structure 
diagrams becomes an essential tool for the chemist. 
The ability to integrate high-quality chemical struc- 
ture diagrams with text is also necessary for complete 
“desk-top publishing” packages. 

We report here on the implementation of CHEM, 
a language for producing publication-quality chem- 
ical structure diagrams. It has provisions for variable 
bond lengths and angles, rings, heterocycles and 
stereochemistry. CHEM differs from other programs 
for drawing chemical structures in that it is input- 
device independent, making it portable to university 
and industrial environments. A CHEM input file is 
simply a text file; embedded within it may be descrip- 
tions of chemical structures, expressed in a language 
that uses familiar terms like benzene, bond, 0CH3 
and ring. CHEM is a PIC preprocessor, similar to 
EQN for equations and TBL for tables, that operates 
under the UNIX environment. When the document 
is processed, CHEM converts the descriptions into 
commands in the PIC picture-drawing language, 
which in turn converts them into commands for the 

* For example, some of the American Institute of Physics 
(AIP) joknals such as Physical Reviews and the Journal 
of Maihemtical Physics waive page charges for manu- 
scripts that are submitted on tape. The BiophVsica1 
Journ& reduces page charges, the exact amount de- 
pending upon whether the manuscript is transmitted to 
the publisher by floppy disk, magnetic tape, or electron- 
ically. 

TROFF formatter. Because CHEM is a PIC prepro- 
cessor, the user can revert to PIC for constructing 
unusual molecules that are not provided for by 
CHEM itself. [For a survey of document preparation 
tools, including those of the UNIX system, see Fur- 
uta et al. (1982). For a discussion of the UNIX 
system, see Kemighan & Pike (1984).] 

This paper is divided into four parts. The design 
strategy is described in the first section, where 
CHEM’s development is put into the context of an 
ongoing attempt to construct “little lan- 
guages”-specialized languages for narrowly focused 
domains (Aho et al., 1986; Bentley, 1986). The second 
section, which contains a description of the language 
and numerous examples, is followed by a brief dis- 
cussion. The final section is an appendix that contains 
the AWK (Aho ez al., 1988) implementation of 
CHEM. 

All of the diagrams in this manuscript were pro- 
duced directly by CHEM. 

THE DESIGN OF CHEM 

The development of “little languages” is a growing 
trend in computer science. Such languages are tailor- 
made for a particular restricted application. On the 
UNIX system, particularly, examples abound, in- 
cluding: YACC, a parser-generator language; PIC, a 
language for typesetting figures and diagrams (used 
by CHEM); EQN, a language for typesetting mathe- 
matical expressions; and a variety of graphics lan- 
guages. The task of phototypesetting chemical struc- 
ture diagrams seemed especially well-suited for a 
“little language” because chemists normally use a 
specialized language when describing structure dia- 
grams. For example, among chemists terms like 
benzene, ring, bond, CH,, and N have universal 
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meanings. Our goal was to capture the natural lan- 
guage of chemists within the context of a new “little 
language.” In addition to being easy to learn and use, 
CHEM (1) must provide publicationquality dia- 
grams suitable for camera-ready copy for books and 
journals; (2) should be input-device independent, and 
therefore not require a graphics terminal; and (3) 
must have an “escape mechanism” for drawing un- 
usual or difficult structures that are not provided for 
by the language itself. 

There are already a number of schemes for com- 
puter representation of chemical structure diagrams 
(Ash et a!., 1985), perhaps the best-known of which 
is the Wiswesser Line Notation (Wiswesser, 1982). 
Although Wiswesser notation is an extremely efficient 
way to represent complex chemical structures, there 
are ambiguities in retrieving the structural diagram 
from the Wiswesser linear representation. This and 
other linear representations are therefore not suitable 
for drawing chemical structure diagrams. More re- 
cently connection tables have been used to represent 
chemical structures (Chemical Abstracts Service, 
1986); the Chemical Abstracts Service maintains over 
6 million chemical substances in the form of 
computer-searchable connection tables (Ash et al., 
1985). These have the advantage of representing 
stereochemistry of chiral centers. However, the mas- 
sive amount of storage space required for such repre- 
sentations makes them generally infeasible for photo- 
typesetting chemical structure diagrams. Moreover, 
the chemist often wants to make a particular point by 
drawing a structure in a particular way. For example, 
when referring to an electrophilic substitution reac- 
tion it may be desirable to represent the aromatic ring 
with conjugated double bonds, rather than with a 
circle as an indicator of aromatic character. For these 
reasons it did not seem satisfactory to build a draw- 
ing tool based on a linear or a connection-table 
representation of the structure. 

A number of commercial software packages for 
producing chemical structure diagrams are available 
for personal computers (Science, 1986), and the re- 
cent literature also contains descriptions of inter- 
active computer programs for this purpose (Watt & 
Kao, 1985; Kao & Watt, 1986; Marshall, 1986). 
These programs have the advantage that chemists 
can “draw” structures on the CRT screen much as 
they have drawn them by hand in the past. Although 
these approaches produce respectable diagrams, they 
fall short of the quality necessary for camera-ready 
COPY. 

Essentially no software is available for typesetting 
chemical structure diagrams for microcomputers and 
for mainframes (Dzonova-Jerman-Blazic & Tri- 
najstic, 1982), although much sofware is available for 
three-dimensional molecular graphics, especially for 
biomolecules (Diamond, 1984; Rowlett, 1985; Todd 
er al., 1983-84). These systems produce high-quality 
output (usually in color) and generally require ex- 
pensive terminals and graphics devices (Pensak, 1983; 

Max et al., 1981; Marsili et al., 1983). Such systems 
are the method of choice for representing extremely 
large and complex macromolecules (Heller, 1986). 
However, they require that the x, y and z coordinates 
of all of the atoms be known, and are therefore not 
versatile enough for drawing the casual structure of 
a synthetic drug or natural product. 

Publishing houses such as Academic Press and the 
American Chemical Society, and publications such as 
the Dictionary of Organic Compounds and the Cam- 

bridge Structural Database have developed in-house 
software and art departments to produce photo- 
ready chemical structure diagrams (Ash et al., 1985). 
Most of these systems use special “tablets” and 
trained operators. 

At present there is no portable, generally available 
system for typesetting high quality chemical structure 
diagrams suitable for camera-ready copy. CHEM 
addresses this deficiency. 

THE CHEM LANGUAGE 

CHEM was designed for chemists having little 
prior computer knowledge. It is implemented as an 
AWK program and will run on a UNIX system that 
has PIC and AWK. It is helpful, but not necessary, 
to have a passing acquaintance with PIC in order to 
use CHEM. Since the commands that tell the system 
how to draw a chemical structure are a text file, 
CHEM descriptions can be created at any terminal. 
Once created, the file that contains a CHEM descrip- 
tion must be converted into TROFF output. To do 
this, the file must be run through CHEM, PIC and 
TROFF. For example: 

them filename 1 pit 1 troff > filename.out 

takes a file that contains chemical structure diagrams 
and puts the formatted manuscript into filename.out. 
Hard copy can be obtained on any device that can 
print TROFF output, commonly a laser printer or 
typesetter. 

The CHEM language is rather small. It provides 
for rings, heterocycles, bonds, atoms and stereo- 
chemistry. Objects are normally connected together 
in the order tbat they are written down. CHEM tries 
to connect them at the natural places, but provides 
ways to specify precisely where parts of the diagram 
should be placed and connected in ambiguous situ- 
ations. Because CHEM is a PIC preprocessor, it is 
possible to include PIC statements in the middle of a 
diagram to draw things that are not provided by 
CHEM itself. 

Each component of the diagram is written on a 
single line; blank lines and comments can be used 
freely to make the description easy to read later on. 
The commands in the text file must be surrounded by 
.cstart and .cend, with the “.” aIways in the first 
column. (This is analogous to the use of .EQ and .EN 
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for equations or .TS and .TE for tables.) For 
example: 

.cstact 
CH3 
bond 
CH2 
bond 

.cend 

will draw the ethyl group 

=% -CH, - 

and 
.cstart 

benzene 
.cend 

draws a benzene ring: 

0 0 

Whatever is between .cstart and .cend is converted 
into PIG commands by CHEM; everything outside is 
passed through untouched. 

Sometimes it is helpful to include comments among 
the commands that specify the structure, especially 
when describing complex molecules. A comment 
begins with a # ; any characters from there to the end 
of the line are ignored. For example: 

.cstart 
benzene pointing right 

# a rotated benzene ring 
.cend 

produces the following diagram: 

0 0 
Bonds, directions and atoms 

Bonds are specified in the following general form, 
where the brackets specify optional qualifiers: 

BONDTYPE PIRECTIONJ @ength NJ 
[from NAME] [to NAME] [ATTRIBUTE] 

The options must appear in this order. BONDTYPE 
can be bond, double bond, or triple bond; stereo- 
chemistry is specified by front bond and back bond. 
The default bond length is 0.2 in., but it can be 
adjusted by specifying a length in inches. [This feature 
is illustrated in the structure of isotactic poly(methyl 
methacrylate).] Possible bond attributes are dotted 
and dashed. 

The direction of bonds in CHEM is handled in 
several ways. CHEM recognizes up, down, left and 

right, as well as the corresponding compass points N, 
S, W and E. It is also possible to specify the actual 
angle of the desired bond direction. Zero corresponds 
to up or N, 90 to right, -90 to left, and so on. For 
example, this input: 

.cstart 
bond right 
bond 60 
bond 120 
bond 60 
bond 120 
bond down 

.cend 

produces the following stick structure: 

The following diagram of methyl acetate shows 
how bonds can be used to connect moieties. A group 
or moiety (CH, in this example) must begin with a 
capital letter. Numbers are automatically converted 
to subscripts. 

.&art 
CH3 # the 3 is automatically turned into a subscript 
bond # the implicit direction is right 

# implicit connection is to right side of CH3 
C 
double bond 30 # by default, from the substituent 

#C 
0 
bond 120 from C # must be “from C”; otherwise 

0 
# would leave from 0 

bond right 
CH3 
.cend 

//” 
CH, _C 

\ 
0-CH, 

These commands could have been written more 
compactly by putting the substituents on the same 
Iines as the bonds, separated by semicolons, as in: 

.cstart 
CH3 
bond ; C 
double bond 30 ; 0 
bond I20 from C ; 0 
bond right ; CH3 

.cend 

The following example shows that dots are cen- 
tered unless the combination appears to be a frac- 
tional value, as in N2SH. For example: 

.cstart 
HCl.H20 

.ceznd 
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produces 

HCI .H,O 

but attempting to do the same with CaSO,.ZH,O, i.e. 

.cstart 
CaS04.2H20 

.cend 

produces 

CaSO,,,H,O. 

Special cases like this require the “right of” construct 
(see below). Normally a group is placed immediately 
after the last item mentioned, but it may be manually 
positioned by PIC-like commands, e.g. 

CH3 at C + (0.5,0.25) 

# up 1/2in., right 1/4in. 

Names 

In the methyl acetate example, the carbon atom C 
was used both to draw something and as a name for 
a place. An atom or a group always defines a name 
for a place. When the group or moiety contains 
special characters, like the parentheses in N(C2H5)2, 
the name is what is left after the special characters are 
stripped out. In this example, the name would be 
NC2H52. Each new occurrence of a name overrides 
the definition of the previous one: 

.cstart 
bond ; C # 1st definition of C 
bond up from C 
bond down from C 
bond right from C ; C # 2nd definition of C 
bond up from C 
bond down from C 
bond right From C ; C # 3rd definition of C 
bond up from C 
bond down from C 
bond right from C 

.cend 

BP is a special name that is used to specify a 
“branch point,” a place where no moiety is printed. 
For example. 

.cstart 
# 

9 

this is the isopropyl group 
bond 120 ; BP 

BP is right end of this bond 
bond - 120 from BP 
bond right from BP ; C 
front bond up ; CH3 
back bond down from C ; D 
bond right from C ; BP 

# redefine BP to mean the center carbon of this 
# t-butyl group 
bond up from BP 
bond right from BP 
bond down from BP 

.cend 

Note that CHEM connects bonds to the proper 
parts of moieties by connecting to carbon atoms 
where possible. If necessary it is possible to override 
the automatic connections to carbon (see below). 

This structure of several repeat units of isotactic 
poly(methy1 methacrylate) shows the use of bonds, 
directions, groups and names. 

.cstart 

# 

# 

# 

# 

# 

bond dotted 
begin first segment of polymer 

bond right ; BP 
bond up from BP ; C 
double bond -60 from C ; 0 
bond 60 length .l from C ; OCH3 
bond down from BP ; CH3 

begin second segment of polymer 
bond right length .5 from BP ; BP 
bond up length .l from BP ; H 
bond down length .l from BP ; H 

begin third segment of polymer 
bond right length .5 from BP ; BP 
bond up from BP ; C 
double bond -60 from C ; 0 
bond 60 length k from C ; 0CH3 
bond down from BP ; CH3 

begin fourth segment of polymer 
bond right length .5 from BP ; BP 
bond up length .l from BP ; H 
bond down length .I from BP ; H 

begin fifth segment of polymer 
bond right length .5 from BP ; BP 
bond up from BP ; C 
double bond -60 from C ; 0 
bond 60 length .l from C ; 0CH3 
bond down from BP ; CH3 
bond right from BP 
bond dotted 

.cend 

OCH, 

I I 
I 

CH3 
H 

CH, H CH, 
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Rings 

Rings are specified in the following general form: 

[RING NAME:] ring[Nl [DIRECTION] 

5 

0 1 ring5 pointing right 
2 

[HETEROATOMS] [DOUBLEBOND PATTERN] There are two types of 5-membered rings: the 
pentagonal ring5 above, and the “flat&g.” The 

where the optional parts are enclosed in square flatring is useful for fusing onto the sides of other 
brackets. Cyclopropane through cyclooctane can be rings. 
obtained by ring3, ring4, and so on: 

.cstart 
R3: ring3 
R4: ring4 at R3 + (.75,0) 
RS: ring5 at R4 + (.7&O) 
R6: ring6 at R5 + (.75,0) 
B: benzene at R6 + (.75,0) 
R7: ring7 at B + (.75,0) 
R8: ring8 at R7 + (.75,0) 

cl 0 

flatring pointing up flatring pointing down 

It is often necessary to name the rings so that the 

.cendLl 0 0 0 @ 00 
“r&t is a synonym for ring6. The attribute “at 
NAME + (.75,0)” is a PIC command that puts each 
object 3/4 in. to the right of the center of the previous 
one. 

Note that all of these rings are pointing up. That 
is, the top-most vertex, or vertex 1, points toward the 
top of the page. This is especially obvious for cy- 
clobutane (ring 4), which is oriented in a manner that 
at first appears strange to a chemist. The normal 
orientation has the “point” or vertex 1 rotated 45”, 
so it is written as 

ring4 pointing 45 

cl 
The vertices of rings are always numbered the same 

way: the “point” is the first vertex, which is called 
.Vl, and .V2, .V3, etc., continue clockwise around the 
ring. For example, the following structures show that 
the “point” in cyclopentane, as in any other ring, is 
always numbered 1, but its position follows the 
direction in which the ring points: 

0 5 4 1 3 2 ring5 (or ring5 pointing up) 

ring5 pointing left 

0 2 3 1 4 5 ring5 pointing down 

substituents can be properly added. For example: 

cstart 
R: ring3 
back bone 120 from R.V2 ; C2H5 
front bond -120 from R.V3 ; HO 

.cend 

‘% 
C2H5 

The ring itself is named R, its second vertex is named 
R.V2. As another example, 

.cstart 
R: 

.cend 

benzene pointing right 
bond left from R.V4 ; HO 
bond - 150 from R.V3 ; CH30 
bond right from R.Vl ; C 
double bond up from C ; 0 
bond right from C ; N 
bond 45 ; C2HS 
bond 135 from N ; C2H5 

HO 

CH,O’ 
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Double bonds within rings are specified by naming 
vertices between which they appear: 

.&art 
ring double 1,2, 3,4, 5,6 

tend 

.CStZUt 

ring8 triple 3,4 
.cend 

0 // 
A circle can be placed inside any ring by using the 
modifier aromatic: 

.cstart 
R: aromatic ring7 

“+” at R 
.cend 

0 0 
+ 

Fused ring structures are formed by specifying a 
common vertex on each ring. For example, consider 
cholestanol: 

.cstart 
Rl: 

R2: 

R3: 
R4: 

ring 
“Rl” at RI # this puts a label at Rl 
front bond - 120 from Rl.V.5 ; HO 

# the following line says “fuse the 6th 
# vertex 

# of ring R2 to the second vertex of Rl” 
ring with .V6 at RI.V2 
front bond up from R2.W ; CH3 
back bond down from R2.V4 ; H 
back bond down from R2.Vl ; H 
front bond up from R2.V2 ; H 
ring with .V4 at R2.V2 
flatring with .V5 at R3.V2 
front bond up from R4.V5 ; CH3 
back bond down from R4.V4 ; H 
# this is the alkyl chain 
bond up from R4.Vl ; BP 
bond -60 from BP 
bond 60 from BP 
bond 120 
bond 60 
bond 120 ; BP 

bond down from BP 
bond 60 from BP 

tend 

H 

The next example shows how the different sized 
rings fuse together. Note that the fusion of the five- 
and six-membered rings requires an unusual angle: 

.cstart 
R3: 
R4: 
R5: 
R6: 

ring3 
ring4 pointing 45 with .Vl at R3.V2 
ring5 pointing down with .V4 at R4.V2 
ring4 pointing 54 with .V6 at R5.V5 
# the following lines specify the labels inside 

# the rings 
“3” at R3 
“4” at R4 
“5” at R5 
“6” at R6 

.cend 

4 Q:; 5 

6 

Spiro ring junctions are formed in an analogous way: 

.cstart 

RI: ring6 
R2: ring6 with .Vl at Rl.V4 
R3: ring5 with .V5 at RZ.V3 

back bond 60 from R3.V2 ; OH 
front bond 150 from R3.V3 ; OH 

.cend 

Heteroatoms in rings are written as “put X at V”, 
where X is the heteroatom and V is the vertex 
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Positioning substituents 

When drawing heterocyclic rings, it is often useful 
to position a group or atom in the vicinity of the 
heteroatom. This is done with the commands above, 
below, right of, and left of, as in the NH of the 
imidazole ring of histidine: 

cstart 
Rl:flatring pointing down put N at 2 put N at 5 

double I,2 3,4 
H right of Rl.VS 
bond right from Rl.V4 ; CH2 
bond right ; C 
bond up from C ; H 
bond down from C ; NH2 
bond right from C ; C02H 

tend 

number. For example: 

.cstart 
ring put N at 2 put S at 4 double 2,3 4,5 61 

.cend 

/+N 

4, \ ’ 
S 

As a more complex example, this polycyclic aromatic 
compound is produced with the following input (note 
that this diagram starts with the bromo-substituted 
ring, but that there are many other equally good ways 
to start this structure): 

cstart 
Rl : benzene pointing right 

bond 30 from Rl.V6 ; Br 
R2: benzene pointing right with .V5 at Rl .Vl 
R3: benzene pointing right with .Vl at R2.V3 

bond 150 from R3.V2 ; C02H 
R4: benzene pointing right with .Vl at Rl .V3 
+ next line names bond 31 so we can refer to its 

# end 

Bl : bond left from R4.V4 
ring6 put N at 4 double 2,3 4,5 6,l with .V3 at 

Bl.end 
R5:benzene with .V5 at B2.end 

ring6 put N at 4 double 1,2 3,4 with .V5 at 
R5.V3 

.cend 

-L* 2 

Substituents are placed on heteroatoms just as they 
are placed on non-heterocydes. The nicotine mole- 
cule provides an example of bond positioning: 

.cstart 
benzene put N at 4 
bond right 
ring5 pointing down put N at 1 
bond down from .N ; CH3 # or .Vl 

.cend 

@ 
0 J 

I 
-2 

The second bond refers to .N, which is an alternative 
name for .Vl; .N refers to the immediately preceding 
object, the unnamed ring5 

~cH27-co2H 
Nw NH, 

The lysergic acid diethylamide structure below 
provides another example of positioning substituents 
on heteroatoms: 

.cstart 
B: 
F: 

R: 

w: 

benzene pointing right 
flatring pointing left put N at 5 double 3,4 with 

H below F.N 
.Vl at B.V2 

ring pointing right with .V4 at B.V6 
front bond right from R.V6 ; H 
ring pointing tight with .V2 at R.V6 put N at 

1 double 3,4 
bond right from W.N ; CH3 
back bond -60 from W.VS ; H 
bond up from W.V5 ; C 
double bond up from C ; 0 
bond right from C ; N 
bond 45 from N ; C2H5 
bond 135 from N ; C2H5 

.cend 

We mentioned before that CHEM attempts to con- 
nect bonds to the proper parts of moieties, connecting 
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carbon atoms when possible. Once in a while this may 
provide an unwanted effect, as shown in the at- 
tempted (left) diagram of anisole. The CH, can be 
manually positioned by using right of, as shown in 
the diagram on the right. 

cstart 
Rl: benzene 

bond down from RI.V4 ; OCH3 
R2: benzene at Rl + (l&O) 

bond down from R2.V4 ; 0 
CH3 right of 0 

.cend 

Q 0 Q 0 

O‘bH, i)CH, 

The following diagram of reserpine shows that the 
connectivity to carbon is ambiguous only when the 
OCH, is connected to a bond up or a bond down. 

.cstart 
CH30 
bond 60 

Rl: benzene 
R2:aromatic flatring pointing down put N at 1 

with.V3 at Rl .V2 
H below R2.Vl 

R3:ring put N at 3 with .V5 at R2.VS 
R4:ring put N at 1 with .Vl at R3.V3 

back bond - 120 from R4.V4 ; H 
back bond 60 from R4.V3 ; H 

R5:ring with .Vl at R4.V3 

B: 

bond - 120 ; C 
double bond down from C ; 0 
CH30 left of C 
back bond 60 from R5.V3 ; H 
back bond down from R5.V4 ; 0 
CH3 right of 0 
bond 120 from RS.V3 ; 0 
bond right length .l from 0 ; C 
double bond down ; 0 
bond right length .I from C 
benzene pointing right 
bond right from B ; 0CH3 
bond 150 from B ; OCH3 

send 

CH,O 

Brackets and text 

It is possible to make brackets of any size by using 
the branch point, BP. This is shown by the structure 
of poly(benzy1 glutamic acid). This example also 
shows how to obtain Greek text as structure IabeIs. 
The $ alpha $ is converted into a by EQN, and is 
enclosed in double quotes so that it will be passed 
from CHEM to EQN untouched. (Of course one 
must then add EQN to the pipeline that compiles the 
description.) 

0 0- CH,C,H, 
NC---- 

l 

.cstart 
# a left bracket 

bond right length .l ; BP 
bond up length .3 
bond right length .l 
bond down length .3 from BP 
bond right length .I 

#this is the mainchain amide structure 
bond right length .I from BP ; NH 
bond right ; CH 

# label the CH with an alpha, intended for eqn. 
# this line says “put the north edge of the alpha 
# at the south edge of the CH” 

“$ alpha $” with .n at CH.s 
bond right from CH ; C 
double bond up from C ; 0 
bond right length .l from C ; BP 

# a right bracket 
# a right bracket 

bond up length .3 
bond left length .l 
bond right length .l from BP 
bond down length .3 from BP ; BP 
bond left length .l 

# label the degree of polymerization 
“%n$” with .w at BP.se 

OCH, 
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# this is the sidechain 
bond up from CH ; CH2 
‘Y&eta%” with .e at CH2.w 
bond up from CH2 ; CH2 
“$gamma$” with .e at CH2.w 
bond up from CH2 ; C 

# this is the beruyl ester part 

double bond -60 from C ; 0 
bond 60 from C ; 0 
bond right ; CH2C6H5 

.cend 

Text can be positioned with various PIC commands, 
as shown in the Greek letters above, and in this 
example: 

.cstart 

# 

# 

bond 120 dotted 
bond 120 length .3 ; BP 
back bond - 120 length .25 from BP ; H 
Front bond 120 length .25 from BP ; CH3 
bond 60 length .5 from BP ; BP 
bond -60 length .25 from BP ; H 

note the pit move command to position the text 
move left .35 ; “(ANTI)” 
front bond 60 length .25 from BP ; H 

another positioning of text 
move right .35 ; “(SYN)” 
bond 120 length .4 from BP ; BP 
back bond - 120 length .25 from BP ; H 
front bond 120 length .25 from BP ; CH3 
bond 60 length .5 from BP 
bond 60 dotted 

.cend 

Changing the size of structures 

The default size for CHEM is 10 point text. The 
size of bonds, rings, etc., can be adjusted within the 
.cstart and .cend pair by specifying size n, where n is 
the desired point size. The text size itself is not 
changed, however; and that must be done separately 
with TROFF .ps commands. The following example 
shows how CHEM could be used to make a diagram 
more suitable for a viewgraph. 

.cstart 
_ps 14 
size 16 
R: ring6 put 0 at 1 put C at 2 put 0 at 3 put C 

at 4 put 0 at 5 put C at 6 
double bond 6 from R.V2 ; NH 
double bond down from R.V4 ; NH 
double bond -60 from R.V6 ; HN 

size 10 # this resets the size to the default value 
.ps 10 
.cend 

HN NH 

0 
‘C’ 

0 

II 
NH 

Communicating with PIC 

Since CHEM translates input commands into PTC, 
it is possible to use PIC commands to draw structures 
that are not provided for by CHEM. Some examples 
of PIC commands have already been introduced, 
such as the at commands in the section on rings. The 
following are several more difficult examples. 

.cstart 

R: ring double 2,3 
line from R.V6 to R.C 
line from R.C to R.V4 

Xl: l/2 <R.VS,R.C) 
X2: l/2 <R.C,R.V2) 

bond from Xl to X2 
.cend 

@ 
I 

This relies on knowing that the center of a ring R is 
called R.C. The PIC construct a (p, , p2} defines a 
point 01 of the way from p, to p2. 

The following diagram of part of DNA shows how 
to use PIc’s bracketing construct to make two frag- 
ments that are joined together at the desired position. 

.cstart 
p:[ 
Rl: 

R2: 

1 

G!: [ 
R3: 

Ratring pointing up put N at 1 put N at 4 
double 5,l 

bond -135 from Rl.V4 ; BP 
“deoxyribose” rjust with .e at BP.w 
ring6 put N at 2 put N at 4 double I,2 3,4 5,6 

with .V6 at RI-V2 
pit Conn: RLV2.ne 
#because naming is too restricted in pit 
bond up from R2.Vl ; N 
bond -60 from N ; H 
bond 60 from N ; H 

# thymine 

ring6 put N at 3 put N at 5 double 1,2 
bond up from R3.Vl ; CH3 
bond 120 from R3.V3 ; BP 
“deoxyribose” ljust with .w at BP.e 
double bond down from R3.V4 ; 0 
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double bond -60 from R3.V6 ; 0 Bentley (1986) for a brief history] and the program is 
bond -120 from R3.VS ; H short (see Appendices 1 and 2). We found it valuable 

] with .O at P.H + (.3,.3) to develop a prototype quickly, then refine the lan- 
bond from Q.O.sw to P.H.ne dotted guage in the light of experience by real users. 
bond from Q.H.sw to P.Conn dotted 

.cend 

deoxyriboae / 

DISCUSSION 

CHEM has been used by about a dozen people 
over the past year. They find it easy to learn and 
to retain for long periods of time; they are also 
generally pleased with the quality of the output. The 
main drawback cited is the lack of an interactive 
mode. 

Interactive graphics using hand/eye coordination is 
arguably a natural way for a chemist to draw strtrc- 
ture diagrams. Nevertheless, we chose to develop a 
“little language” rather than an interactive system for 
several reasons. First, the language fits naturally into 
the UNIX environment and can be used with existing 
programs, so that math, tables, text, and pictures can 
be interspersed with the chemical diagrams. Second, 
the use of simple text input feeding into TROFF 
provides device independence and portability: 
CHEM works anywhere that TROFF does since the 
input is a text file, and the output is TROFF. Third, 
because the input is just text, any text editor can be 
used to make systematic, global changes to structure 
diagrams, or to make new diagrams by cut and paste 
from old ones. Furthermore, there is complete and 
accurate control of diagram positioning and size. 
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, interactive 
systems become evolutionary dead-ends, whereas one 
could readily envision constructing another “little 
language” for a special kind of diagram that would 
compile into CHEM itself. 

Because CHEM was implemented in AWK, the 
development of a prototype was very rapid [see 
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APPENDIX 1 

Listing of CHEM.A WK 

The following is the listing of the CHEM program in AWK 

BBGIW I 
-CID. - "cher.nacxoe- 
pi . >.14?592654 
deg = 57.29578 
eetperemr(l.0) 
eettdc. "up 0 right 90 down 160 left 270 ne 45 se 135 ev 225 nr 315’) 
ret(dc. ‘0 P 30 PI 45 lie 60 xle 90 e I20 me 135 II* fS0 se 160 0’) 
,et(&Z. “300 PW 315 XI” 330 nw 270 ” 210 sv 225 mw 240 w”) 

> 
function inito { 

printf ".PS\rI" 
if (firmtt*me*+ == 01 ( 

printf "copy \'Xe\"\n". macrom 
printf "\ttextht - %q: textrid * .f; mid - Xgb", textht. crid 
prlntf '\tlineht = %q; linewid - %g\n-. lineht, linerid 

1 
priatf "La&z: O.O\n" 
RlNG = “R’ ; MoL = “&I’; - = “8”; OTliRR = “0” a manifemtm 
lamt = OTRER 
dir - 90 

t 
function eetpar&mr~ecalel t 

lineht - sce1e l 0.2 
linsvid - asale * 0.2 
textht = scale t 0.16 
db = lBca1e l 0.2 
cwid - meale c 0.12 
CL = l ca1e l 0.08 
crh = q cala * 0.16 
crw = l ce1e - 0.12 

zz 
= scale * 0.015 
- q cale l 0.02 

ringeide = *Cal, * 0.3 
1 

+ bond length 
+ character Width 
l red of invir circlee at ring verticem 
# ht of invia ellipre at ring verticee 
l wid 
t vertical q hift up far at- in aeola maera 
# east-want ebift for left of/right of 
l side of all rlngo 

{ lineno+* ) 
/^\.omtart:"bogin chcI/ ( iait0; iaxchem = 1; next 1 
/-\.cand:-end/ ( fnahem I 0; print ".PE"; next t 
/^\_I I print; next t + troff 
incher =- 0 i print; EIext t 
$1 == “pie” 

t everything Cl110 
{ rhiftfieldeC1); print; next 1 # pie pace-thru 

a1 - /-c/ < next 1 c omen+ 
Sl =- -taxtIlt- { textht - sNF; next ) 
11 -1 "cuid" I mid = srw: arxt ) 
I1 -= “db’ Tab- sNF; next ) 
$1 -= “size” t if (INF S- 4) l iee = SNP; elre eira = SNP/lO 

retpersmr(rlrel; next ) 
{ print "\nl", so } # debugging, etc. 
{ lratname = “” 1 

.*1 - /--tr-zs.“:s/ c I label: falls thru after ahiftlng left 
1ae-e - eub~tr(sl, 1, leag-th(Sl)-1) 
Drlnt *I 
rhiftfielde(l1 

) 
41 - j--x-/ I print "Lart: ", 80; laet = 0TIIIR; next I 
I1 - /bond/ ( boad~lll: next 1 
81 - /-(Bauble:triple:front:backlS/ 66 82 == "bond" (. 

$1 = I? $2; ehiftfielde(2): bondtS11; next > 
Sl II -aromatic- { tamp = 81: 11 = 82: $2 = temp ) 
I1 - /ring:ben+/ { riag(sl): Pert 1 
11 -1 "methyl" 4 I1 = ‘CRI‘ ) C left here ae an sxemple 
83 - /-CA-&l/ t moleeule~ I: next 1 
*1 II 'label" t 1eb.10; aert I 
/./ { print "Leet: ". so; 1aet = OTXZR I 
IN0 { if (firattime I- 0) errot("did you forget .cetart end .cend?") 

If [inchem) printf “.PR\n” 

fnnetlon bondftype, I. go**. from) c 
go.. - -- 
for (i I 2; i *.I NF; i+r) 

If (II I- ':"j l 

go*; ; ifi+ 
NF I I - 1 
break 

1 
long = db 

_ “” 
:oii,Cf = 2; cf “.I Nt; ) ( 

if (SCf - /t\+: -~?c0-9l+:up:dom;rlghC:lefr:ne;~e:nrI~w/) 
dfr - -diridir) 

elee if CSCf - /'leng/l t 
lmg = s(cf+t) 
Cf l = I 

1 91re if CScf == -to- 1 f 
1eng = 0 
tror = fieldr(cf. NF1 
break 

) elre if <set II “from”) ( 
ftoa - dofrom 
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brrrk 
1 rl.. if (Ocf - /-c/j t 

of - NT+1 
break: 

I .l.. t 
from - fieldetcf, %P1 
breek 

1 
1 
if (from - /( to ):-to/) + ..id "from . . . to .._". ‘0 L.P l.ngth 

1.ng - Cl 
.l.. if (from -- ""I + lx. from uiven at all 

ftOl - "from L..t." l..~~i..t. dir) " - fi.ld.(cf. MI 
printf "Last: %.(%gg, %q*I. %.>\n". type. 1.g. dir. from 
1.et - BOND 
if (1a.tn.m. I- ""I 

l.b..v.~la.tn.m.. 1a.t. dir) 
if cg0..1 ( 

SO - go.. 
.01scu1.0 

I 
1 
function dofron( n. 0) I 

cf** C .kip "from" 
n - Scf 
if cn in labtype + "from Thing" r+ "fro. Thing.v.." 

r.turn "from " n " " l..v.(l.btyp.~.l, dir1 
if (n - /“\.[A-21/I + ;2rerm .V” -2. "from L..t.V.." 

return "from L..t" n " " corn.r(dirl 
if cn - /^c~-8i~-_i-\.t~-81t-.j.s/~ c "fro. x.v- -a "from X.V.." 

retun-"from ” P “: c&nrridir) 
return fi.ld.(cf-1. NF) 

I 
function rol.cul.~ P, type) ( 

P - Sl 
if tn -- “BP”) ( 

a1 1 "\"'." ht 0 wid 
type- OTAW 

k al.. t 
~11 - atom(n) 
typr = HOL 

g~ub~/C-A-e.-r0-91/. “9. n) 0 for huff like CtOH31: rap non-a1ph.z.m 
if IS2 =- "-1 

printf "Last: x.: Y. with .X. .t La.t.X.b", \ 
n. 40, le.v.(typ..dir+l60). l.ao.(la.t,dir) 

.l.. if (62 -- "below") 
printf["Le.t: %e: KS with .n at 

else if (12 -- "aboO.") 
printf["L..t: X8: %.‘With .s at 

al.. if IS2 -- "left- Lb s3 -- "of"1 
printf("L.*t: X.: 

ei8e if I*2 -= "rignt" a6 
printf~"L..t: %.: 

Sl.. 

Xn with . ..at 
13 -- "Of") 
xa with .W at 

%SiA”. n. so 

%m.s\n”. n. 81. 131 

%..n\n", P, Il. *3) 

%..w+(%g,D)\n". n, 41, 44. d..) 

X...-(%g,O)\n". II, Il. 64. d.wl 

Rrintf “Wet: X.: 
l&rnf - type 
if (l..tn.m. I- "") 

1ab..v.(1..ul.m.. 
l.b..v.(n. l..t. dir1 

last. dir) 

Alnction l.b.l( i VI I 
if ~.~.t~clabtYP.tS2l. 1. 1) I- RINQl 

.~rol:(.priaff("K. is not . ring-. 42)) 
41.. { 

-a - .IIb.tr(1.btyp.t121. 2. 1) 
_ for ci - 1; I c- v: i+*) 

printf(“~“\~.-31Ld\\.O\” at O.%dsY..C.%..v%drhl”* i, r*2, s2, s2. il 
1 

1 
function ring(typ., typeint. pt. vert.. i) r 

pt . 0 I paintm up by default 
if <type - /Cl-al*/) 

vert. - .ub.tr~typ.. l.ngthltyp.1. 1) 
.l.. if (tv.. - /flat/) 

v&&s - 5 
Sl8. 

vsrt. - 6 
fU..d I other I ** 
for (i - 1: i =- vert.: I++1 

OufIil - dblCiI - "" 
npllt - arolnatic I ritirrt - 0 
for (Cf - 2; Cf *- NF; ) 1 

if (SCf -- "pointing") 
pt - cvtdir(Ol 

.l.. if (Saf -- "daubl." 
dblrhg~o.rt.~ 

.l.. if cscr - /mm./) I 
aromatic++ 
cf++ I hurdled 

) .I.. if (8Cf *- l put”l f 
putring(v.rt.) 
nput++ 

: Sef 31 "triple") 

1.t.E 
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1 l lam if (ICf - /-*/I I 
Cf - &I?+1 
brlak ; 

) rl*r ( 
if (lcf -- -with- I: Jcf == "at.1 

richat- 1 

typdnt = Rxm v*rt. pt 
if (Witlmf -= 01 

t 
function mkmringltypr. pt. V. 

if (typo - /flat/) 
v-6 

+ verticms 

i. *. r) { 

f = ringmiclm / (2 l l in(pi/v)l 
prirkf -\tc: o,o\n- 
for (i - 0; i -z= v+1; i++) f 

a = ((i-1) / v t 360 + ptl / dcg 
pzintf l \tvml: (%g.%gl\n". I, r l sin(a), r l comla) 

I 

if ttYPe - /flat/) ( 
printf -\tv4: vs; v!i: Van" 
v-5 

1 
C mid.8 

if (nput l 0) I # hotoro . . . 
for (I 3 1; i l = v; i++) ( 

a1 = a2 = 0 
if (pu+Cil I- ““1 c 

printf(=\tvmd: dlipaa invia ht %q xid Xs at V%db”. 
i. crh, ELI, 1) 

printf(-\t%m at vwd\a”, putti1. il 
cl 1 ct 

: = i+l 
if (j l v) 

printf "\flizm from vxd to v%d chop x9 chop Xq\n-, i. j. cl. Ia 
id (dblCi1 I- ."I f 1, should check iej 

if (type - /flat/ M i == 31 ( 
tat = 0.75: fix = 5 

1 alas { 
rat I 0.85: fix = 1.5 

1 
El = E3 - 0 
if tputti1 I- "1 

Cl f cr/fiX 
if (py I- ""I 

- cx/fiX 
printf "\tlina iron Xg~C.vnd> to xvc.v=> ChP xs Cl=P 

rat, i, rat, j, cl, c2 
if (dbl[il -= "triple") 

printf "\tlina from %34,vnd~ to xvC.~* CJmP 
7-rat. i. z-rat. j, Cl. cz 

J 

1 alrc 1' + regular 
for (1 = 1: I .C= v: i**l 1 

j = i+l 
if (3 l v) 

j-1 
printi -\+1inm from v%a to v%d\n". i. j 
if (dblCi1 I- "I C # should check i<j 

if (tyPrr;t/fl;t;5M i == 31 ( 

' elma 
rat - 0.85 

rat. i, rat. Y 
if (aal[i] == "triple") 

printf =,t1ins froln Fig~c.wkl~ to %Fc.-+\a-. 
2-rat. 1. I-rat. j 

I 
t 

1 
# circle 

if (liypa - /bond 1: rroaatLc B 01 ( 
if (typa - /flat/J 
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printr -\tcirclm xrd’%q at O.O\rr-, r 
k 

1 
function putring(v~ t + Collect -put HRaatn- 

cr++ 
-1 = S(ef**) 
if c*cr =- 'at") 

er++ 
if c*cr 2. 1 &a SCf c= VI I 

P = -1 
gmlb(/(-A-2~-2.0-*1/. -0, n) 
pwE[SCf] * I n :- rtolm~~l) 

) 
of++ 

1 
rumceion jointing(typs, air. 1a=tt t + loin a ring ta momething 

if (8ubmEr~lalt. 1. 1) -- 7uraG1 i c ring to ring 
if ~mubrtr~type. 3) == sub8tr(lrrt. 3)) l fails If not 6-sided 

ret- ‘ritb .V6 at Lart.v2- 
t 
a ff all elme fails 
rdzurn rprintf('rith .Xm at Lart.Xs". \ 

leavrCtypa.dir+lE01. leave(lart.die~I 
t 
function 1ervr(laat. d, c. cl) ( # return vertex of last in dir d 

if (lart == Born) 
ret- "end- 

d = reduce(d) 
if (rubmtrtlalt. 1. 11 -- RnaGl 

ret- ringlsrveClart, d) 
if (last -- (IOL) I 

if (d == 0 :: d -- 180) 
c = -c- 

else if (d * 0 M d c 160, 
F = 'R' 

if Cd in-dcl - 

cl - dctdl 
else 

Cl = cornrr(dl 

1 
ret- rprintfc=Xm.XI-, c, Cl) 

if (lart =- OTrxEFCl 
ret- comet(d1 

rat- “c” 
1 
function rfnglrave(lart. d. rd, vertm) ( + ret- vertex of ring in dir d 

vmrts = submtr(lsst, 2, lb 
rd = *dP~tr~la*t. 31 
ret- q printf~-VW,xm-. int~rsduca~d-rdl/~3SO#vart~~l + 1, cornerid)) 

, 
bnction cornarCdfr1 C 

ret- dcCreducr(45 * int~(dir+22.5~/45))1 
1 
function labsave(name, type, dfrb { 

lsatyps[-el - type 
labdirCnaee1 = dir 

1 
function dh1ring(v. d, ~1, ~2) ( # should canonicalizs to i,i+l mod v 

d - Scf 
far ccr++; ICf - /-[l-91/; cf++l ( 

Vl - mxbrtrc8cf.l.~) 
v2 = mlhrtr(scf.3.t) 
if (v2 == vl+l :: vl == v 66. 

dbl[vll - d 
*ram* if (V7 == v3+1 I: vz -= 

dbl[v21 = d 
alma 

error(mprintf( "weird 
t 

1 

v2 == 11 I ..g.. 2.3 or 5.1 

" M v-l -- 11 c r-g.. 3.2 or 1.5 

Ys bond in'.n\tXa". d. 10)) 

function &dir(d) C # mapa ‘tpaintingl somewhare" to deqxeem 
if (SCf -= "pointing") 

cr++ 
if tscr - /-c+\-l7c0-91*/) 

ret- reduce(lCof++)) 
elm0 if (SCF - /l~ft:right:up:dom:nr:n~:ra:~r/l 

ret- reduee(de[8(cf++)J) 
elms I 

cr** 
ret- d 

t 
) 
function rsducs(d1 ( l reducer d to 0 

while (d >- 3601 
d -- 360 

vhila (d < 01 
d +I 360 

ret- d 
I 
funlztion atom(r. C. i. ra. nmub. CLOG. 

if (I == -\-x--1 

c. d c 360 

IIBubC) c + coILv*rt ca3 to atoa( .*.l 
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rmzurll m 
P = length(s) 
nmxb = nrubc = 0 
clot = indertr, 'C') 
Lf (ClOC =- 01 

clot = 1 
for (i - 1; i .c= a; i*+b 

if (rubmtr(rn. I. 1) I- /CA-211) { 
nmuB** 
if (1 + clot) 

orubc*+ 
b 

g9~(/([0-9]+\.[0-91+~:~~0-91+~/. -\\s-3\w.&\\P\\~*3-. 8) 
if (s - /([~0-9]\.~:~\.~"0-911~~ I centered dot 

gmb(A./. n \\v+-.3m#.\\T?t.3r+=, 6) 
return aprlntft-rtam(~*Xm\-. xs, xs.** *.*s. *I=* 

II, (n-nmub/2l+crid. t.xCb+. [cloc=nrubc/f-O.S)=crid. crh. cru, da-) 
1 
function shiftfielda(n. i) ( t mova Sn+l..IN? to l n..stw-1. L&P *Ia? 

for (i = lx; i e NT: I*+) 
si = I(i+l) 

INF = -- 
HI-- 

1 
function fiolds(nl, nl. i. 91 I 

if (Ill * na, 
r*t- l - 

, I “” 
for (i = n1; i 4= 112; i++) ( 

if (ll - /^#/I 
break: 

e=,*i"" 
k 
return s 

t 
function aetca. s* I* =. 91 t 

n = l plit(s, 41 
for (i = 1; I <= P; I l = 2) 

sCqCil1 = qt1+11 
1 
functi*n error(s) i 

printf '&Lam: .LTOT on line xd: X*\n"* lineno. a : n cat i&2" 
t 

APPENDIX 2 

Listing of PlC Macros /or CHEM 

These macros are used in the output that CHEM generates for PIC 

Pi = 3.14?592654 
dag - 57.29579 
CP = 0.08 + radium of iavis circls at rlag vmrticem (me9 ctIVh1) 
crh - 0.16; CL-W = 0.12 l ht 6 rid of invis rllipm around atoms at rinq vmrttc.8 
drv = 0.03 # vertical shift up for atoms ia atom llcrcv 
ringmidm - 0.3 + n idr of ring8 

+ makecinq(numvettm. radium. rotation. invis): make metric ring 
dmfina makering ( 

v0rtm=s1: thirrad-82: rot-S3 
if verts43 II vrrtm*a thmn ( illegal vmrtm ) 

vo: .lliD=O invim ht crh rid cm .t tt(-11 
v1: 0111&e Invim ht Crh rid CTI at tt(O) 
;: rllip8a invim ht crh wid EZZW at tt(l) 

: mllipma invim ht e+h rid cz1 at tt(2, 
v4: mllipmm *nvim ht orb rid cm at tt(3) 
v5: rllipae invim ht crh wid crw at t+(4) 
V6: l llivae invi9 B.t crh wid crw at tt(5) 
V7: rlllpm invim ht crh rid EXW at tt(61 
v8: allipma invim ht orb rid crw at tt(7) 
V9: rllipm invim ht crh rid cm at tt(6) 

lfnrr in thir ring 

295 
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C: alliprr invh ht Crh wfd COW at T.w + (Sl.davI 
L: allipar invia ht crh rid CLI at T.w + (crid/Z.davI 
R: allipma invin ht crh uid cru at T.a + (-cvid/Z.davl 

1) 

l double(ring. Vl, w21: ints;ioc doukala bond in a ring 
dafina doubla I line from .84Sf,Sl_VS2> to .BcSl,Sl.V13~ ) 

d-fin- triple J lirm from .7cSl.Sl.vSZ> to .7<Sl,Sl.v#3w; 
line from .85<Ll,Sl.VSZ+ to .65~8l,Sl_VS3> ) 

dsfina aromatic i mireIs rad $1. khirrad t $2 at 11 1 

* mmd(lrngth, angle in 
define bond i 

line s3 by (Sll 
1 

com(tSZ)/dagl 

# fancy boada:. r. theta. frop/at 
define doublebond t 

lima 53 invim by (St) . rfn((S2)/dagl. (al) * eo8((~2)/dagl 
v1: last line.start; V2: last linr.end: dx - Vf.x-V1.r; dy = V2.y-V1.y 

- norm - mqrttdx4.x + dywly) 

1 
drfinm 

t 
define 

1 

def ina 

I} 

def in, 

ny = d% * -02 / norm 
IUL = -ay . -02 / norm 
lina from Vl + (nx.nyl to v2 + cn%.ny> 
line from Vl - car.ny1 to v2 - (nw.ny) 
DOva to va 

dblbond 1 doublebond(*t, S2, S3) 1 
ttiplakand 1 
linu I3 invis by CSl) I ain~lsz)/deg~. (al) = com(fl2>/dagl 
VI' 1aat 1ina.#Itart; v2: last lina.end: dz 3 va.x-v1.x; dy = va.y-vi-y 
PO_ = sqzt(dr=dx + dy+dY) 
ny = & * .025 / norm 
113t= -dy c -025 / norm 
1in* from Vl l (nr.ay) to va + (nx,ny) 
line from v'1 - tax.ny) to vz - (nx.nY) 
linr from v1 to v2 
mave to v2 

backbond ( 
line 13 invis by (81) t l in(tSZ)/drq). (II) . com((SZF/dag) 
v1: la-t lina.rtart: V2: last linr.end; dx = V2.31-V1.x; dy = V2.y-yt.y 
;ar,;eqft!kb;dx + dy*dy) 

*y - dr = .02 / norm 
nx I -dy t .it2 / norm 
for i = 1 to XI do 1 

xz: i/e cJ1.v2s 
linm iron x2 l (ru.ny) to x2 - Cnr.ny) 

frontbond t 
linr 13 inwii by (Sl) I minC(SZ)/deqt. CSlI . cam((SZb/dag) 
v1: last 1ine.rtart; V2: last 1ina.and: dx = v2.x-vl.x; ay = v2.y-v1.y 
ah = arrarht; ax = arr-id; ah-ad = arrowhard 
arrovht - rqrt(&r& l dy+dy) 
arc-id = 0.05 
arrowhard = 7 
linr c- from Vl to va 
arronht - ah; arrowid - a~; arrowhead - ahead 

label t 
"\r-31\mo- at .8~*1.c.*l.vlw 
'\r-32\rO- at .8<Sl.C.Sl.V22 
“\r-33160” at .acsi.c.8i.v3> 
if sl.vertl >= 4 than I -\a-34\so- at .8~81.C,Sl.V4> 1 
if s1.verts == 5 then I -\a-35\ro- at .8=s1.C.sl.V5w 1 
if Sl.vartr Z- 6 then i -\m-36\rO- at .6<11.C.Sl.V6~ ) 

ring7 <r 
makmring 
if 82 == 

(7, ringridr * 716, St); 
0 then I ring1ineao 1 else { 83 1 

(6, ringride, $1); 
0 then I rlnqlinea0 1 rlrc I 83 > 
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define ring5 fC 
mkering(5. ringmida l 5/6. $11; 
if $2 31 0 tlmn { ring1im-0 ) -1sa ( 83 1 

It 
dofine ring4 IC 

makering(4, ringside = 4/b. 8 
if I2 == 0 thin c ringlinr~o 

71 

&fine ring3 It 
mkaring(3. ringmiaa l 3/6. a 
if $2 II 0 than 1 rinqlinr~o 

11 

define brnrm- (1 
mmkering(6, ringni.ds. $1); 
if $2 -- 0 thmn ( ringlh~s(l 
ringcirc( .5) 

11 

define. ring 1 ring6(81. *2, $3) 1 

n,akariag(d, ringaide. Sit: VI: V5; V5: V6; vartm = 5 
if I2 *- 0 then ( liar from Vl to vz to v3 to VI to vs to Vl ) l 1*e I $3 1 

define flatring ( flatring(sl. 12. s31 1 

dsfinr hcyola ( 
Cl = s2 I e3 I c4 I El = a.3 . 01 da I er 
if Sl X 2 *- 0 tier. ( S2 at Vl: cl - do-t 
if I1 Y 3 -- 0 then C 53 at V2: c2 - dc I 
if $1 x 5 II 0 than 4 s4 at v31 c3 I *c i 
if SI x 7 -= 0 than (. s5 at vr; ~4 = CG i 
if Sl K 11 -- 0 than f 16 at V5: c5 - dc 1 
if *l X 13 I- 0 then t 47 at V6; cb . dc t 
linr from Vl to V2 chop cl chop c2 
line from V2 to V3 chap cl chop e3 
linr from V3 to VI chop c3 chop cl 
if vartll I. 4 then ( limo from v4 to Vl chop cl chop 01 
if v*xTts x 4 then ( line from V4 to V5 chop c4 chop c5 
if =-rts -- 5 than ( liam from V5 to Vl.chop c5 chop cl 
if verta z- 5 then ( line from V5 to Vb chop cS chop c6 
if ==rts *- 6 then ( linr from ~6 to Vl chop c6 chop cl 


